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High Reliability Theory

• This theory suggests that by learning from 
experience, applying effective developmental 
methods in system design, that accidents can 
progressively be reduced.

• The changes in accident rates in aircraft over 
time may be an example of evidence in 
support of this.



Aircraft Accident Rates



Reliability and Technology and Systems

• Systems – regulatory control governing what 
goes into the air, how it is maintained, and 
how it is managed – air traffic management 
(ATC)

• Reliability – jet engines are inherently more 
reliable and the associated aircraft technology

• Technology – improvements in technology 
have changed the way that technology 
regulates air traffic



Accident Investigation Report 8/2006

• Savannah Express 94483 gross tonne

• Heavy contact with linkspan at 201 berth 
Southampton Docks.

• Vessel lost astern engine power entering the 
Upper Swinging Ground, prior to going 
alongside.

• The linkspan came off worse, out of use until 
repaired.



Savannah Express



The Place





The issues

• 1 out of 4 suction pressure sensors for main 
hydraulic pumps operational.

• 0700 Nab Tower – pilot boarding

• 0729 Near Nab Tower shutdown electronically 
controlled (ME) main engine. Hydraulic and 
shutdown alarms simultaneously.

• 0800 pilot boarded – they let vessel 
progressively slow down.



The issues

• 0807 Engineer told master (??) Master told 
pilot that it was an electronic fault.

• 1330 Calculated departure for berth (draught 
issue).

• 0854 Engineer still could not identify problem, 
decided ECU-A at fault, and disabled this. 
Default to hot standby ECU-B. Fitted cheat 
plug to supply false data on hydraulic pressure 
to ECU.



The issues

• 0906 Main engine available
• 0912 Weighed anchor and onto Southampton
• 5 minutes to half ahead
• 0938 Pilot requested full speed
• 1020 Discussion about difficulty about diagnosing 

faults on electronic systems.
• 1136 on final approach The engine stopped, 

hydraulic pressure alarms, ECU A/B tacho alarms .
• Not able to stop the ship hitting the wall ahead.
• 1146 made contact with linkspan (steelwork)



Findings – Mental Model

• 3 out of 4 sensors failed prior to journey
• Chief engineer told that loss of all sensors would 

not cause an engine shutdown.
• Without suction pressure the ECS caused the 

engine to shutdown to protect the pumps from 
damage.

• Chief engineer didn’t fully understand ECS.
• The engineers disabling No. 4 hydraulic pump 

which defaulted to 100% ahead, meant that they 
couldn’t run astern.



Findings - Masking

• An astern test run on air didn’t reveal the 
issue. Had the run been using fuel they would 
have realised the likely predicament.

• Belief in faults with the system, not fault with 
the system indicated? Didn’t associate tacho 
alarms with hydraulic alarms. 

• https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media
/547c708fe5274a428d0000ab/Savannah_Expr
ess.pdf



More passengers

Pro rata there are fewer passenger deaths each year, even though the number 
of flights have gone up almost year on year since 2003.



Normal Accident Theory

• No matter how hard people try there will 
always be serious accidents because of the 
interactive complexity of events, people and 
systems, so that where failures occur in 
people, technology or systems, or any two or 
three of these, serious accidents will occur.



Accidents will happen

• The laisser-faire acceptance of accident 
occurrence appears to owe much to cultural 
philosophy – summed up in accidents will 
happen.

• Or, the following fatalistic view - The ideal 
man bears the accidents of life with dignity 
and grace, making the best of circumstances. 
Aristotle



Subtle Differences in Attitude

• The Hazard is always present in high hazard 
tasks – it is rarely eliminated – but it can be 
more or less effectively managed

• Hazards involve energy or the equivalent -
high pressure, electric current, heat, mass,.. so 
should identifiable.



Look, Think, Do



Why do people have accidents?

• Lack of preparation – impulsiveness, schedule 
pressure, time of day(end of shift), time of day 
(fatigue).

• Small changes in the situation which are not 
noticed e.g. overhead electricity supplies

• Changes in conditions

• Over confidence – experience

• Speed-accuracy trade-off, Situation 
Assessment



Machines

• Enable people to do things they cannot do on 
their own. It gives:
– Greater power

– Greater speed

– More controlled execution

• Involves a power supply or energy
– Electricity

– Compressed gas

– Compressed liquid

– Heat



Combined Hazards

• Other hazards may be created by 
combinations of factors
– Water and electricity

– Electricity and combustible substances

– Compression and combustible substances

• Many of these singular or combined factor 
hazards can be identified in advance with 
careful thought – do accidents need to 
happen?



Steam Leaks



Lock Out/Tag Out (LOTO)

• 20% of fatalities (83/214) were attributed to 
LOTO procedural issues

• Piper Alpha one of the single biggest casualty 
events in UK Oil production was attributable in 
part to LOTO issues.



The end of investigation? Or, the start?

Training - £££

Equipment - £££

Procedures £££

Culture

People [Selection]



Time

• Speed Accuracy

• Trade Off

• Around the buoy again

• Mistakes

• Time pressure



Right First Time

• No repeats

• Time pressure – stress

• Limited capacity processing of information –
knowing what is important

• Should this really be safety critical?



Skill

• Speeds up performance

• Makes it almost automatic in many cases

• Subject to training

• Increases quality of performance 

• Works largely in familiar situations



Social Pressures & Culture

• Social – obedience/compliance

• Safety culture

• Base rate neglect



Issues

• Limits to working memory

• Prospective memory

• Unexpected, unplanned and unprepared



Key Concepts

• Workload – Stress [Demand and Capability]

• Situation Awareness – Perception, 
Comprehension and Projection

• Individuals & Teams

• Contextual Influence

• Skill and Training



Fatalism

• Are we simply solving the last accident?

• Or, are we establishing the principles of 
investigation?

• Root Cause Analysis – Finding what you 
expect?



Accident 
Investigation

Accident Analysis

Accident 
Interpretation

Post-Accident 
Interventions

Fail to identify causation

Fail to capture information

Fail to intervene effectively

Fail to develop interventions
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Squaring the circle



Location, Location, Location.



Slope



Heads Up – No. 1246



Site of the accident Man and dog


